Abstract. This article describes X-NIndex, a novel approach for large XML documents with stable structure. The definition for the large XML document with stable structure is given while the concept of XML document tree coordinate(X-DTC) is introduced. The significant advantage of X-NIndex to other XML query schemas is shown and the experimental results are present.
Introduction
Extensive Markup Language (XML) [1] is emerged as the dominant standard for representing and exchanging data over Internet. However, as an organization of data with various semistructures, it is more difficult to store and query various XML documents, especially those consisted with a large amount of data.
To address this problem, there has been much work done on building XML database system, which lead to a research on schema design in the database for storage and query problem in XML. At present, several models have been advanced include XML-QL [8] , XML-GL [3] , Quilt [7] , XPath [4] , X-Rel [9] , XQuery [6] , and XML Indexed Structure with RRC [5] . They process XML data by changing XML document into different data schemas and do query on the schemas.
In our work, we found that much of these approaches are not very efficient in operation of large XML documents, and to solve such problem, we propose a new query structure named X-NIndex (XML Node Index Structure), which is proved to be able to improve query performance greatly.
The features of X-NIndex are: 1) for the XML document with large data amount and stable structure; 2) great efficient in query performance with such XML documents; 3) index structure and the XML document Tree Coordinate (X-DTC).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the new approach of X-NIndex, including the definition of large XML document with stable structure, the concept of X-DTC and the exact process of X-NIndex; Section 3 compares the query performances in X-NIndex and other query structures, presents an example of processing Top500 computers data; Section 4 gives the conclusion of our work.
X-NIndex Query Structure
In this Section, we will give out more details about X-NIndex, including the exact definition of Large XML document with stable structure, the concept of X-DTC and the process of X-NIndex.
The Definition of Large XML Document with Stable Structure
Here we adopt the XML document to be presented as a rooted tree with several node types such as Element, Attribute, Text, etc, the structure of it is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. The Rooted Structured Tree of XML Document
Especially, our discussion is base on a particular type of XML document, large XML Document with stable Structure, and we give the exact definition below: Definition 1: Large XML Document with Stable Structure has such features: 1) it has a relative stable structure, which means, we do our query on the structure pre-known and the structure of it will not change once during the query; 2) it is consisted by a great amount of records as children of the root document element, and other parts of the document are all the attributes or descendants of such record elements; 3) each record has the same structure; 4) the number of attributes (or children attributes) is much smaller than the number of records.
If not mention clearly, all our study below is considered with such special XML document, for example, the Top500 XML ranking data documents.
XML Document Tree Coordinate (X-DTC)
To get the location of each node of XML document quickly, we introduce a new concept called X-DTC (XML Document Tree Coordinate). For the characteristic of stable structure, we assume that the children number of each node is given already.
First, we express the document in a tree as in Fig.1 , and record each node's children number. Then, we add x and y coordinate into the tree and evaluate each node with a coordinate value, as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the coordinate x is the order of it in
Element Document its compeers and y is valued with the order of level in the document tree. We prescribe, the document is in level 0 and all the records are in level 1.
Fig. 2. Document Tree with X-DTC

The Process of X-NIndex Query Structure
From the analysis above, now we give the process of X-NIndex approach sketchily: (1) Analyze the original XML document, present it into X-DTC form; (2) Translate the data nodes of XML document into several indexed tables, do queries on the indexed tables with ordinary search method, for example, binary search; (3) Using the coordinate data to compute and locate the record we search for in X_DTC, return the results set, which will be found from level 2 to level 3 or below.
A Performance Study of X-NIndex
To assess the effectiveness of the X-NIndex approach, we use JAXP and SAX to analyze the Top 500 XML documents. The query performances are compared and reported. It is important to notify that all our experiments are base on the large XML document with stable query, as we defined and referred before. All experiments were conducted on a 1.60GHz PC with 256MB RAM, 30G hard disk. The experiment is to do different queries on the same sample of Top500 XML document. Results are shown in Fig 3, unit of y-axis is millisecond. From the results we could see clearly that with X-NIndex, the effectiveness improved a lot of querying in the XML documents. Although it is not as stable as other approaches, as the efficient of X-NIndex may decrease more obviously with the scale of results set, but there is a limit of efficient descending reached by X-NIndex which is not significant more than the advantage of it in the average condition.
Such good results come from the special stable structure of our study objects, which make it possible to have much work pre-done during parsing the XML document, and much information is collected and helps to direct our queries.
